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XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8. Also to support the Hotfix in case of Windows 2008R2/2012R2. 1. We released version 0.9.12 of CylonVM since 08.08.2011. 2. Today 08.08.2011 we released Version 0.9.13. 3. The old Downloads page will be closed on next release of CylonVM. Only the fresh Downloads Page will be kept. 4. CylonVM0.9.13 is released. CylonVM_0.9.13.1.zip and
CylonVM_0.9.13.2.zip are included into this release. 5. In previous releases the Packet Memory can be changed in the CylonVM.conf file. 6. There is a new JIT for CylonVM_0.9.13.1.zip. 7. We modified the CylonVM.ini to support more parameters. 8. CylonVM is using PECLs classes for JITing and socket functions. 9. CylonVM is using threads instead of threads for child VMs. This is a huge
improvement. The time from executing first VM to the first connection request was reduced from 1.5 seconds to 0.5 seconds. 10. CylonVM works with 1GB packets and with 1GB packets on 2GB L1 entries. 11. CylonVM uses the new API SystemInfo to get information about the system. 12. CylonVM uses MD5SUM from PuTTY instead of the Windows hash sum functions. 13. All the executables
except cylon-vcp-driver.exe are wrapped using the different compiler from the CylonVM compiler into one executable. 14. This new API SystemInfo can be used for more features in the future. 15. We had to use malloc (free in CylonVM) for sockets and named pipes. 16. CylonVM replaces the functions in CylonVM_0.9.13.1.zip with the equivalent in the PHP extension sockets. 17. The cylon-vcp
driver is moved to CylonVM_0.9.13.1.zip. The CylonVM_0.9.13.1.zip is the last CylonVM with the old 82157476af
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